CHINESE STUDENTS CLUB PRESENTS

NIGHT MARKET 2012 spectrum

LOW PLAZA
FRIDAY, OCT 26
6PM-10PM
CSC's first major event of the year, Night Market is CSC's annual fall festival that promotes cultural unity at Columbia by covering the center of campus with tents, lights, and diverse attendees. This event features 50 student organizations, 21 performing groups, and YOU for a night of food, games, and performances.

The theme for Night Market 2012 is SPECTRUM which focuses on the wide cultural diversity unique to Columbia’s student body like the varied nature of a color spectrum. We wish to celebrate the progress that each individual at Columbia has made since its inception while promoting a sense of community and solidarity by sharing cultural experiences through food and performance.

Under the tents, the booths are in the style of street markets modeled after Chinese street markets or bazaar dedicated to leisurely strolling, shopping, and eating. Night markets are also well-known in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, and Chinatowns worldwide. Such festivals emulate a jovial atmosphere and celebrate the unique culture of China.
Thanks for attending Night Market!

Please stay on the look out for Chinese Students Club’s next event...

**Benefit Dinner**
December 8th, 2012

---

**LETTER FROM THE NIGHT MARKET HEADS**

Hello everyone!

Welcome to Chinese Student Club’s NIGHTMARKET 2012 - SPECTRUM!!

Every performer, group, and student club has been working tirelessly these past few months to make Night Market the best it can be, and we’re so excited that it’s finally here! This year’s Night Market strives to bring together the different backgrounds and cultures that make up the Columbia campus, and we invite you to be a part of our SPECTRUM.

As Night Market Heads, it has been truly invaluable watching all the different organizations and individuals come together tonight to make Night Market 2012 bigger than we could even imagine! We couldn’t be more proud of everybody who was able to contribute their time, talents or excitement to this event. Thank you to everyone who has given us support these past few months! Whether it be from the CSC Board or a casual spectator dropping by, the support we’ve received has been incredible! It’s been a fantastic few months of planning and it’s truly amazing to see everyone’s hard work pay off.

Once again, thank you so much for coming out to support us for Night Market 2012 - SPECTRUM, and we hope you have a great night!

Sincerely,

Lisa Li, Charlotte Li, and Duo Xu
Dear family and friends,

Night Market 2012: SPECTRUM is the culmination of over five months of hard work, united and concerted efforts of student groups, and the support of the Columbia community as a whole.

We hope to reveal the extremely diverse and colorful aspects of our wonderful school through the theme of SPECTRUM, a range of continuous colors that compose something greater than any single shade. Together, the hues span and paint the color spectrum. Together, we span and paint the Columbia community.

In the true spirit of night markets, we hope to share this unique experience with you and the rest of Columbia and Morningside Heights. So please, revel in the jovial atmosphere. Bask in the multicolored lights and festivities. Lose yourself in the bustling ambience, and of course, take part in all the different offerings that surround you.

Thank you for all your support and we hope you have a blast!

Sincerely,

David Ma
President 2012-2013
Schedule of Events

6:00 PM          Presidential Pie Toss Part I
6:30 PM          Performances
9:30 PM          Presidential Pie Toss Part II

Masters of Ceremony: Jason Kang and Meaghan Hurr

Special Thanks

Gatsby Charitable Arts Fund
Taiwanese American Students Association (TASA)
Barnard Diversity Initiatives
Korean Students Association (KSA)
Erica Williams, Vicky Zabriskie and the Tech Services team, Rodney Mirabal, Geraldine Brown-Marche and the rest of the UEM team

Getting Pie'd!

Raffle Sponsored By:

Two $50 gift certificates to Massawa restaurant
One $50 gift certificate to eden salon
Be sure to get your raffle tickets!

Participating Food Trucks:

- korilla BBQ
- Big D's Grub Truck
- Che Bella

1215 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, NY 10027
Between 119th & 120th Street
(212) 864-7300
www.CheBellaPizza.com

Night Market 2011

20% Off
Enter the code LIGHTS during checkout when you order online
Valid till November 7, 2011. Cannot be combined with any other offer.
Only 1 time use per customer. CheBellaPizza.com
TASA is excited to present our biggest fall event, a much-loved annual tradition...

**TASA Teahouse 2012**
Friday, November 16th, 8PM

Join us for the coffeehouse atmosphere you’ve always enjoyed -- with an Asian twist.

Enjoy a night of brilliant performances and a variety of FREE snacks: mouth-watering dim sum and Taiwanese snacks, paired perfectly with freshly brewed tea!

Get excited for the detailed line-up of performances and snacks that will be released shortly.

A night not be missed. Mark your calendars. Invite all of your friends. We very much look forward to seeing you there!
**String Theory:** Using the incredible versatility of the cello to its fullest effects, String Theory, Columbia University's premier and most elite cello ensemble, brings a unique and exciting sound to pieces of all genres, playing everything from percussive bass lines and harmonic accompaniment to lead vocals and guitar solos.

**Cup to No Good:** Night Market 2012 officially marks the debut of the group, Cup to No Good! Consisting of Kylie White (SEAS '15), Sasha McIntosh (SEAS '15) and Lisa Li (SEAS '15), Cup to No Good brings you fine cup-tapping music with sick rap skills!

**Raw Elementz:** Raw Elementz is the largest hip hop dance crew at Columbia, welcoming students from all backgrounds and styles of dance! You can find us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter, and if that’s not enough, come to Basketball Mania this Tuesday to see us perform a new set!

**CU Generation:** Columbia University (CU) Generation is a hip-hop dance group inspired by Korean pop music (K-Pop). CU Generation brings K-Pop to Morningside by taking choreography straight from Seoul’s hottest singles and adding its own Columbia swag to them, providing the student body with a mind-blowing cultural experience and (at times) provocative but (always) pleasurable entertainment.

**CU Bellydance:** Since gaining official University recognition in Spring 2008, CU Bellydance is a well known group that performs original choreographies in a variety of styles, including Egyptian, Turkish, American Cabaret, Tribal, and other fusion styles. BELLYDANCE CLASSES every week, please contact CUBellydance@gmail.com or check out our facebook at Columbia Bellydance for more info.

**Taal:** Founded in 2001, Taal is Columbia’s premier classical Indian fusion dance team. Taal combines forms of classical Indian dance, such as Bharatanatyam and Kathak, with Western dance forms, including ballet, modern and hip-hop, to create their own unique style. Also, each spring, Taal hosts Naach Nation, an intercollegiate charity dance showcase.

**Bhangra:** Established in 2002, cuBHGANGRA is a competitive collegiate team that dances bhangra, a dance form native to Punjab. By combining traditional and contemporary choreography and music, the team has been able to achieve an iconic style and energy. They will host the largest bhangra showcase in the tri-state area called Bhangra in the Heights on December 8th this year, so come check Columbia Bhangra out!

**Jubilation!** is Columbia’s first and only Christian a cappella group (ca. 1990) that uses its talents to glorify God. Every semester Jubilation! holds one study break and concert and performs at various other events both on and off campus. Jubilation!’s theme verse is Psalm 98:4, which reads, “Shout for joy to the LORD, all the earth, burst into jubilant song with music.”

**CU Yo-yo:** Columbia University’s Chinese Yo-yo Club was founded in 2008 and continues to perform on and off campus to spread the Chinese culture and art throughout the community. The club incorporates graceful dance and juggling with synchronized music. Whether for showcasing for a performance or casual practice as hobby, Chinese yo-yo is a fun art that will surely impress your friends.

**Wushu:** Wushu is contemporary Chinese martial arts with roots in the many traditional styles of Northern and Southern. More than anything, Wushu is a display of martial skill and literally means “Martial Art,” and has an emphasis on power, flexibility, balance, and looking unbelievably good.
Swing Dance: CU Swing Dance and its performance troupe are dedicated to the promotion, enjoyment and performance of the social and solo American jazz dances of the 1920s-1940s. They have weekly Wednesday lessons, the club hosts huge semesterly dances with fantastic live bands, social dance sessions every Tuesday night, and workshops throughout the semester. For more information, visit www.columbia.edu/cu/swing.

Pipa Duet: A freshman in CC, Helena Shi enjoys practicing Pipa, Chinese folk dance, Wushu, and Chinese calligraphy. Jake Wood is a sophomore in SEAS studying Electrical Engineering and is very excited to play music. The Pipa is one of the oldest of the traditional Chinese instruments and today they will be playing Dance of the Yi People, a tribe that has a love for nature and music.

Aakash Mansukhani: Aakash Mansukhani attended the very prestigious LaGuardia Arts High School of the Arts and Performing Arts, better known as the “Fame” school, in Manhattan, NYC. Ever since then, Aakash has performed in numerous campus-wide events and is popularly known for reinventing pop songs by putting his own acoustic spin on them.

The Kingsmen: Columbia’s premier all-male acapella group, made up of 11 hard-working, dedicated young ‘s men, the group’s repertoire ranges from doo-wop roots, to contemporary tunes, to some songs they wrote themselves! Check out Youth for Debate’s event on November 16th or their end of the year concert in December. Like the Columbia Kingsmen on Facebook or follow us on Twitter @columbia_smen

Esther Kim: Ettie Kim (CC ’14) is a singer/songwriter hailing from Sugar Hill, GA. Since the release of her first EP in 2009, she has been exploring the world, searching every corner and cranny of the universe for new songs. She will be sharing one of her most recent excavations, so fresh that it has yet to be named, with you tonight. She hopes you enjoy!

ONYX: ONYX is an elite pre-professional hip-hop dance group on campus. They specialize in hip-hop, but use a variety of styles in order to keep their dances lookin’ fresh. They always look fly, they make music look good, and tonight, they’re here to let the kids know how they do it.

Raas: Columbia Raas was established in the fall of 2003 to celebrate the tradition and energetic style of Garba-Raas. Raas is a Gujarati folk dance from the western part of India. Beyond the dance itself, we are a group that prides itself on truly being a family. CU WHAT?!? CU RAAS!!

SHARP: Since debuting at Night Market a year ago, SHARP has come a long way—from holding our own concert and preparing to compete in intercollegiate acapella competitions to producing our debut CD. It means so much to us to be here again tonight, and we hope you all enjoy!

Lion Dance: CU Lion Dance is a high-energy dance form based on kung fu. It is usually performed to scare away evil spirits and to summon good luck and fortune. Our goal is to promote knowledge of Chinese traditional dance for both the on-campus and off-campus community. We combine traditional elements of lion dance with a modern flair to create a unique fusion of this ancient dance form.

Dhoom: CU Dhoom is Columbia's premier Bollywood fusion dance team. Founded in 2007, we are a co-ed competitive team showcasing and combining a wide variety of dance styles, including classical Indian, hip-hop, Indian folk, ballet, African dance, Latin styles, and jazz. We hope you'll enjoy the first ever Dhoom performance of our newbies, and will cheer them on!

Clefhangers: The Columbia Clefhangers, or Clefs, is a co-ed acapella group made up of some of the hottest and most talented people ever to grace the Upper West Side. Check them out this Sunday for their Fall Study Break concert.
CSC EXECUTIVE BOARD

David Ma (President)
Jackie Ho (Vice President)
Valerie Hwa (Vice President)
Ethan Yee (Treasurer)
Jessica Li (Secretary)

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Raymond Cai
Therese Chen
Charlotte Li
Lisa Li
Anna Teng
Alex Xu
Duo Xu
Justin Zhao
Clarice Zhou

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Kailene Chen, BC ’16
Rosie Deng, BC ’16
Meaghan Hur, SEAS ’16
Minghuang Liu, SEAS ’16
Denny Jin, CC ’16
James Kim, CC ’16
Chris Li
Amy Li
Sunny Sun
Kevin Tyan
Michelle Wiryadi

Hi, my name is Rosie Deng, but people call me Dengsta. CSC will rock your world so join or else I will eat you.

Since Michelle is tone-deaf, she likes to rap and aspires to be the next m&m. She loves food. She spends most of her time eating and her spirit animal is probably Elle Woods!

In Seattle, Washington, born and raised, I like to fantasize that my last name is Zhang. People are so nice here that it’s kinda cray. If you’re still listening to what I say, let me just tell you CSC is where it’s at, aye?

I don’t sleep. I dream awake. Also call me Chris.

My nickname is Sunny, which fits because I’m always smiling! I love spending my time watching How I Met Your Mother and being Asian like the rest of CSC!!

In Seattle, Washington, born and raised, I like to fantasize that my last name is Zhang. People are so nice here that it’s kinda cray. If you’re still listening to what I say, let me just tell you CSC is where it’s at, aye?

I may be crippled (for now) but my CSC spirit is unbreakable! In my spare time I like to converse with my crutch, Boris. I also take the elevator up to John Jay 5. But unlike some of my fellow OCM’s, you wouldn’t hate on a cripple now would you?

Since Michelle is tone-deaf, she likes to rap and aspires to be the next m&m. She loves food. She spends most of her time eating and her spirit animal is probably Elle Woods!
Hi, my name is Raymond, and I’m a fencer. That means that I can juggle 15 swords, study for my test, type out an essay, eat my dinner, and manage my CSC duties, all at the same time. And if you join CSC, you’ll learn how to too.

My name is Therese and I like to wear Ėece. I like to eat spicy food - and by spicy food I mean Flaming Hot Cheetos and buffalo wings. Join CSC for ēvery fun!

My most inner want is to drop out of Columbia and open a cupcake bakery in the Village. But since I’m stuck here, I might as well spend all my time with Chinese Students Club...

My name is Anna Teng, and I lived on Carman 12 where the view of the city is beautiful. I joined CSC because someone told me to when I was drunk, but it was by far my best orientation week decision.

I am from the great state of Alabama and I love bringing diversity every place I go.

Howdy! I hail from Texas where we do everything big. I made the best decision my freshman year to join CSC where I organize Columbia biggest cultural events on campus. Be a darlin’ and join y’all!

CSC! Creepy Stalkers Collaboration? Cute Smiling Cohort? No! Its Chinese Students Club, where even I, who stands at a mere 5 foot stature, can make a huge difference on Columbias campus.

Yo it’s jay z jess! Csc is what I obsess. Premed by day gangster rap by night. I also like kites. Psych!
1. CSC
2. Thai Club
3. Hong Kong Students and Scholars Society (HKSSS)
4. Taiwanese American Students Association (TASA)
5. Columbia Japan Society
6. Table for Two
7. Global Brigades
8. CU Unicef
9. Camp Kesem
10. Project for the Homeless
11. Habitat for Humanity
12. Society of Women Engineers
13. Columbia Neuroscience Society
14. Columbia CHEATSHEET
15. Columbia Bartending Agency and School of Mixology
16. Global China Connection
17. Weatherhead East Asian Institute
18. Liga Filipina
19. CSC Radiance
20. Asian/Pacific American Heritage Month (APAHM)
21. Vietnamese Students Association
22. Sounds of China
23. Columbia Students for Southeast Asian Development and Service (SEADS)
24. Columbia University Film Productions
25. Jubilation!
26. Glee Club
27. Bach Society
28. Chess Club
29. Italian Society
30. German Club
31. Chicano Caucus
32. Caribbean Students Association
33. African Students Association
34. FeelGood CU
35. Proud Colors
36. 4Local
37. Society of Automotive Engineers
38. Turath
39. Organization of Pakistani Students
40. Society of International Students
41. Asian American Alliance (AAA)
42. Kappa Phi Lambda
43. Pi Delta Psi
44. South East Asian League (SEAL)
45. Lambda Phi Epsilon
46. Korean Students Association (KSA)
47. Club Zamana